
Subject: Urban Score vs. Combined Score
Posted by ajhollenbach on Mon, 26 Sep 2016 16:21:38 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Greetings,

I am currently looking to use the Wealth Index for classifying survey respondents in Indonesia by
wealth quintile. I have two questions in this regard:

First, the project that I am supporting will only be conducting surveys in urban areas, and are
therefore interested in classifying people by wealth across the urban spectrum only. I see that the
excel file for Indonesia's last survey in 2012 included coefficients for both urban and rural
households. If we use the coefficients for only the urban households to score each new survey
respondent in combination with the existing breakpoints, will this be akin to ranking households
along the wealth spectrum of urban areas only? I noted that the spreadsheet also includes a
formula for calculating a "combined score" once the urban score is reached(Combined Score=
0.489 + 0.805 * Urban Score), but assume that we would NOT want to use this formula, as we are
only interested in urban areas. Appreciate if you could confirm this assumption.

Second, if one was interested to further compare the wealth status of households only with other
households in, say, the provinces of Java (which tends to be a bit wealthier overall), is it possible
to establish new breakpoints for Java by scoring households from Java only, ranking the scores
from highest to lowest, and then dividing the Java-only dataset into quintiles?

Thanks Much. 

Subject: Re: Urban Score vs. Combined Score
Posted by Liz-DHS on Wed, 28 Sep 2016 02:34:20 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

A response from Dr. Shea Rutstein:
Quote:
You are correct on both points.  You can use just the urban coefficients for all urban areas, and for
Java, use the second approach of estimating Java-specific quintiles.  You should  point out that
these quintiles are not comparable to either the national nor the urban quintiles.

Thank you for your post!

Subject: Re: Urban Score vs. Combined Score
Posted by ajhollenbach on Wed, 28 Sep 2016 12:03:42 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Thanks very much for your response. Just to clarify my first question on our focus on urban areas,
following the application of the urban coefficients, can you confirm that we should NOT then use
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the formula to calculate the "combined score" (i.e. Combined Score = 0.489 + 0.805 * Urban
Score). I guess that I am just a bit unclear on the rationale behind the "combined score" formula.

Thanks,
Allen Hollenbach   

Subject: Re: Urban Score vs. Combined Score
Posted by Liz-DHS on Wed, 28 Sep 2016 15:15:20 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dr. Rutstein's response:
Quote:
The combined score is for the overall national level wealth index and so is not appropriate for just
the urban areas.  Thus don't use the regressions to combine the urban and rural scores.
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